Our Core Values
Be the Best - We pursue excellence in everything we do.

-

No short-cuts
Be accountable - Versus lack of accountability
Hold everyone accountable for being the best!
Demonstrate effort and results
On time, always!
Demonstrate that good enough is not good enough!
“Good is not good when better is expected” - Vin Scully

Respect All - We celebrate mutual respect, recognize everyone’s contributions and are proud to represent the Orange
County community.

-

Actively engage with partners
Look for mutual opportunities outside LAGOC
Show respect for other soccer organizations and people
Have a respected reputation in the community
Have I recognized someone in LAGOC for their GREAT WORK
Have I complimented someone outside of LAGOC
"I've learned that people will forget what you said, people will forget what you did, but people will never forget how
you made them feel." Maya Angelou

Advance the Game - We innovate, we think big and we take chances.

-

Operate out of your comfort zone
Think big
“What if we could”
How can we do that
Have I done something that I have never done before
“He who is not courageous enough to take risks will accomplish nothing in life.” – Muhammad Ali

Nurturing People - We use soccer as a platform to make our community a better place.

-

Am I honest and open with people
Positive
Have I made a difference in the community with something I have done!
Have I created an opportunity for someone to do something
Trust in people
"Few things can help an individual more than to place responsibility on him, and to let him know that you trust
him." Booker T. Washington

Do What you say - Operate with integrity

-

Own it - “I got it"
Take responsibility for things including screw ups
Get things done when you say you will
Don’t miss deadlines
Know and recite Core Values!
Uphold LAGOC decisions and operational standards
"Do or do not. There is no try." Yoda

